
 

 

 

      In a good lesson: 

 All students make satisfactory progress; most make good progress. 
 Most know what they are doing and why. 
 Students behave well – little time is lost to behavioural issues. 
 The classroom is a friendly and safe place – relationships are good. 
 The teacher knows his / her subject and strategies for teaching it well; the 

teaching methods used are appropriate for the content 
 The teacher encourages and praises frequently. 
 Available resources (time, staff etc.) are well managed. 
 Assessment is regular and supports progress – most pupils know what they 

need to do to improve. 

                 An outstanding lesson has all, or most of the features of a good                                                               
less      lesson plus some of the following. 

 

 All students are challenged and make good progress, especially those at the 
ends of the ability range and those who lack confidence; some make 
exceptional progress; a lot of ground is covered in the lesson but stragglers 
are not left by the wayside. 

 Enthusiasm and enjoyment pervade in the classroom. 
 The teaching is exciting and interesting (for example, through the use of 

stimulating resources or other adults in the lesson); it may be inspired, but 
it doesn’t have to be. 

 All students are involved in the lesson; it may be inspired, but it doesn’t 
have to be. 

 All students are involved in the lesson and all contribute in some form. 
 Teaching methods are very well matched to the content and to the learners 

– some may be original or innovative; for example, content closely linked 
to students’ experiences or to interesting practical situations. 

 The teacher checks progress throughout the lesson; assessment is regular 
and helpful. 

 Students evaluate their own work and others’ progress accurately and 
constructively. 

 All students know how to improve as a result of regular and constructive 
feedback; where appropriate this is linked to national criteria or 
examination requirements. 

 The teacher helps students develop cross-curricular skills, for example, 
literacy, numeracy, independent learning and PSHE. 
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      ‘Good to Outstanding? 

From: Association of School & College Leaders 

“Outstanding lessons don’t need to be perfect, and even with a 
comprehensive list like this, it can be difficult to gauge where the line 
is between good and outstanding. When in doubt, my litmus test is 
whether there is a real relationship between students and the teacher 
that produces a tangible air of enthusiasm and enjoyment”. (Tony 
Thornley,  HMI etc.) 
www.leadermagazine.co.uk/article.php?id=623 
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